The Henry has championed new artists and new work since our doors opened in 1927 as the first art museum in the State of Washington. During fiscal year 2020 we delivered on our mission to engage all people in the transformative power of contemporary art and ideas through a robust roster of exhibitions, programs, and collaborations with community partners prior to and during the COVID-19 pandemic.

A balanced offering of exhibitions by established and emerging talent included 21 artists from Argentina, Chile, El Salvador, France, Iraq, Jamaica, New Zealand, Peru, and the United States. Among the highlights were solo shows by Cecilia Vicuña and Carrie Yamaoka, and In Plain Sight, a museum-wide presentation featuring artists whose work addressed narratives, communities, and histories that are typically hidden or invisible in our public sphere.

The year was also marked by growth of our collections, currently numbering 27,000 objects, with 45 gifts including works by Diane Arbus, Louise Bourgeois, Terence Koh, Joanne Leonard, Danny Lyon, and Inge Morath. We introduced a new series, Re/frame, a recurring program that showcases a different group of collection objects each month.

Prior to the pandemic closure in March 2020, more than 38,000 people visited the museum and the Eleanor Henry Reed Collection Study Center hosted over 510 visitors. Our ArtVentures, Teen Art Collective, and Free Sundays programs supported our goal to increase participation from youth and families. During the pandemic, we launched #HenryAtHome, an extensive suite of digital offerings. We look forward to expanding digital access to our collection, programs, and exhibitions into the future.

We continued our efforts to shape an equitable organization, diversifying our staff and board, and pledging support of social justice. We worked to advance knowledge about the creative practice, in partnership with over 40 entities across campus. And we activated a Strategic Plan that will guide our work in FY20-23.

We are grateful to our members, peers, UW colleagues, artists, and friends who support our vision of a world where art leads everyone to discover new possibilities in themselves, others, and the world around them. We know we have much to learn from this tumultuous time, and are galvanized by our commitment to be sound stewards of our organization and engaged citizens of our world.

Thank you!

SYLVIA WOLF
John S. Behnke Director
The Henry believes in the power of art to challenge norms, expand hearts, and build unity.

Artistic innovation and creative inquiry are critical to advancing a progressive, contemporary culture. We seek a world where lives are enhanced by first-hand experiences with living artists and original works of art, and where dialogue and debate about the complex ideas of our time are encouraged.
KEY PROGRAMS & EVENTS

07/11/19
From the Collection: PNW Ceramics

07/11/19
Mindfulness Meditation (monthly)

07/13/19
Gallery Talk with Carrie Yamaoka & Joy Episalla

07/27/19
Writing Workshop: Precarios

08/05/19 – 08/16/19
Hugo House Scribes Summer Writing Camp

08/08/19
From the Collection: 500 Years of Prints

09/11/19
Poetry in Translation – Kon Kon

09/12/19
From the Collection: Women’s Lives Through Womenswear

10/05/19
Property of Visibility: An Artist-led Discussion with Takahiro Yamamoto

10/06/19
ArtVenture: Minor Reflections with Corinne Manning

10/06/19
Property of Opaqueenes: A Performance by Takahiro Yamamoto

10/10/19
Re/frame: Reflective Photographs from the Collection

10/24/19
A Century: Reading and Conversation with Ariel Goldberg

07/11/19
07/11/19
07/13/19
07/27/19
08/08/19
09/11/19
09/12/19
10/05/19
10/06/19
10/06/19
10/10/19
10/24/19
10/26/19
Guided Tour of Carrie Yamaoka: recto/verso with Ariel Goldberg

11/03/19
ArtVenture: Our Bodies of Water

11/14/19
ArtVenture: Unusual Materials in the Henry’s Collection

11/16/19
Watershed: A Poetry Workshop with Claudia Castro Luna

11/23/19
In Plain Sight – Artists in Conversation with: Andrea Bowers, Tom Burr, Beatriz Cortex, Nicole Miller

12/01/19
ArtVenture: Hidden Panels with Andrea Marcos

12/05/19
International Indigenous Arts Today: Engaging Parallel Worlds - Lecture with Dr. Mario Caro

12/12/19
Re/frame: Lifelike

12/14/19
In Plain Sight Curator Tour: Shamim M. Momin

01/05/20
ArtVenture: Shape of Family with Devon Midori Hale

01/09/20
Critical Issues in Contemporary Art Practice: Dora Budor

01/23/20
Critical Issues in Contemporary Art Practice: Rande Cook

01/30/20
Critical Issues in Contemporary Art Practice: Barbara Bloom

02/02/20
ArtVenture: Welcome Signals with Juliana Kang Robinson

02/07/20
The Tuba Thieves: Limited Screening

02/08/20
The Tuba Thieves: Performance and Conversation

02/13/20
Re/frame: Mentioning the Unmentionables - Undergarments from the Henry’s Collection

02/18/20
Oscar Lopez Rivera: Resistance and Resilience - Puerto Rico’s Recovery from Debt, Hurricanes, and Colonialism

03/18/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Hidden (Escondido) & Space Needle: A Hidden Story

04/12/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Community Action Center

04/15/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: The Tuba Thieves by Alison O’Daniel

04/17/20
Re-visitingAwaking Oblivion

04/30/20
Re/frame: The Built Environment

05/06/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: L’Appel a La Danse (The Call of Dance)

05/13/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Community Action Center

05/21/20
Re/frame: The Art of the Triptych

06/25/20
2020 Henry Gallery Association Annual Meeting

VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

03/18/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Hidden (Escondido) & Space Needle: A Hidden Story

04/12/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: The Tuba Thieves by Alison O’Daniel

04/15/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Video Poetry Showcase

05/06/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: Community Action Center

05/13/20
Screening - In Plain Sight Film Series: L’Appel a La Danse (The Call of Dance)

05/16/20
ArtVentures: How to Draw a House with Aaron Bagley

06/25/20
2020 Henry Gallery Association Annual Meeting
FINANCIALS

INCOME

CONTRIBUTED INCOME
- Contributions & Grants: 1,156,565
- Special Events, net: 166,330
- Support from the University of Washington: 1,184,496
- Donated In-Kind Facility Support: 1,428,529
- Total Contributed Income: $3,935,920

EARNED INCOME
- Investment Income: 553,161
- Other Earned Income: 26,165
- Total Earned Income: $579,326

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME: $4,515,246

EXPENSES

Program Services: 3,611,012
Administration: 598,303
Development: 449,889
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES: $4,659,204

Change in Net Operating Assets: ($143,958)
The Henry thanks the following individuals, foundations, corporations, and public funders for their gifts of art and annual contributions to the Henry Gallery Association between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020. The generosity of these donors advances contemporary art, artists, and ideas.

**ARTIST'S CIRCLE**

Mito Alfieri and Norman Cheuk
Katharyn Alward Gerlich
Carolyn and Gerald Grinstein
Bagley and Virginia Wright Foundation

**CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE**

Susan Brotman
Joanna and Michael Callahan
Ken Fry and Rochelle Benavides
Lynne Graybeal and Scott D. Harron
Michael Hatch
Ross and Kelcey Henry
Amy and Hunter Pitek
David and Catherine Eaton Skinner

**COLLECTOR'S CIRCLE**

Paul Carlson
Nando and Linn Costa
Darlin Gray
Elizabeth and Richard Hedreen
Alida and Christopher Latham
George W. and Beverly McKoin
Martin
Maren Monsen and Jeff Grainger
Robert and Kathryn Strong

**DIRECTOR'S CIRCLE**

James and Mary Dunnam
Contemporaries
Nancy Bain
Rodger Benson
Margo Evans
Jane Hedreen and David Thyer
Cyril Hegel and Kenneth Taylor
Michael Lockman and Woody Davidson
Peyton A. Mays
Carol McCready-Cohn and Steven Cohn

Jeanne McKay
Gail and John Mensher
Kate Murphy
Grace Nordhoff and Jonathan Beard
Sarah and Douglas Reed
Kenneth Taylor and Cyril Hegel
Josef Vachovitz and Lisa Goodman
Judith and James Wagonfeld
T. William and Beatrice Booth
Paul E. McKee
Kathleen Warren
Doug Keyes
Marge Levy and Larry Lancaster
Nicholas Nyland

**IN-KIND DONORS**

The Stranger
Franekel Gallery
Caffe Vita Coffee Roasting Co.
Meany Center for the Performing Arts
Hello There You
Tito's Handmade Vodka/Fifth Generation
Leo Koenig Inc
Certain Standard
San Juan Seitzer
Canvas Event Space
Red Carpet Valet
Glassybaby
Philip A. Bernstein and Luisa Recalcati
Phoebe Caner (deceased)
Carlos Garcia and James Harris
David Hobberman
Craig and Lynn Jacobson
Max Kozloff
Joanne Leonard
Michael and Judy Mattis
Josef Vachovitz and Lisa Goodman
Robert Wade

**2020 HENRY GALA**

Edie Adams and Michael Simons
April and James Allison
Aarong Anderson
Phoebe H. Andrew
Tasha and Shane Atchison
Sonja B. Bricker
Amy Baker
Geoffrey and Anne Barker
Michael Barkin
Ethan Barrett
Tyrion Bates
Kristine and Stanley Baty
Kristen and Saul Becker
John and Shari Behnke
Bassem Bejani and Lisa Burns
Ben Black
John Blackham
Eri and Don Blakene
Jacqueline M. Blanco
Marivic Borromeo
Tennie Brandt
John E. Brasset
Betsey Brock and Eric Fredericksen
Minda Brusse
Kira Burge
Ian Butcher, A.I.A
Joanna Hess Callahan and Michael Callahan
Eva Carey
Lauren Carpenter
Selena Castriccone
Tracey Cataldo
Tori Champion
Kanika Chander
Sam Chapin
Robin Chell
Karen Cheng
Lisa Chin
Dawn Chrwa
Hannah Clark
Catherine Clifford
Catherine Cole
Renée and Scott Colee

**DONORS**

**FISCAL YEAR 2020 (JULY 1, 2019 – JUNE 30, 2020)**

Andy Comer and Rachel Greene
Monique Courcy
Rebecca Cummins
Ronald Daley
Ryan Davies
Tricia and Ben Davis
Carolyn Davidson
Seana Deleon
Tonya J. Dressel and Mark Doran
Angela Dunstan
Sara E. Eldridge
Kelly Elizabeth Tivnan
Brittini Estrada
Manuel F. Marmolejo Ioaiza
Joe and Young Fanelli
John Farrey
Rush M. Fay
Anne and Nick Fenton
Betsey Fetherston
Asia Fields
Alyx Fier and Sally Ketcham
Laura Finkelstein
Jamie Fish
Elizabeth Fox
Tyrone Fox
Brett Franceschina
Kathy Fraser
Lanny French
Ken Fry and Rochelle Benavides
Hiary Fung
Monica Gallagher
Audrey Gayle Wayment
Seth Geiser
Adam Glant
Gary and Vicki Glant
Shannon Gooding
Oliver Grant
Jodi Green and Mike Halperin
Kailin Marie Greggs
Carolyn and Gerald Grinstein
Seth Grizzle
Lori lyn H Ignao
Natalie Hall
Reve A. Hansen
Racha and Wassef Haroun
Alicia Hatch
Michael Hatch
Stephanie Hays
Jane Hedreen and David Thyer
Kara Heffey
Ross and Kelsey Henry
Chad Hesyey
Jennifer and Ash Higgins
Elizabeth and Michael Hilton
Louise Hine
Midori Hirose
Steve Hoedemaker and Thomas Swenson
Jim Hughes
Nellie Im
Anna Imperatori
Megan Jasper
Megan K Ratto
Sam and Sylvia Ketcham
Will and Beth Ketcham
Tony Kiewel
Landry Kloesel
Max Kraushaar
Liz Kuzé
Lucas Laffitte
Mathieu Laffitte
Adrian Lam
Stanley Larsen
Alex LaVilla and Melanie Davies
Linda McDougal Lewis
Kristin Lofness
Christina and James Lockwood
Mr. Francisco J. Macias
Whitney Maechara
Joanne Marie della Penta
Noriko Marshall
Ian McCluskey
Liz and Mike McConnell
Tiffany McGehee
Tu and Suzanne McGill
Suzanne McQuaid
Michelle Mele
Kelsey Melville
Alison Mills
Madeline Mnsir
Jordan Monez
Maren Monsen and Jeff Grainger
Julie Moore
Martha and Colin Moseley
William Moseley
Deli Moussavi
Kara Murphy
Eben N Corliss
Theresa Naluai-Cecchini
Samantha Temple Neukom
Kelly Neuner
Nordstrom
Roger Nyhus
Rachel O’Hanlon
Heather O’Mahony
Haille O’Brien
Peter Olive
Dr. Sally Browning and Dr. Richard Pelman
Matthew Carvalho and Tim Pfeiffer
Divya Rajakshar
Karla Rava
Renate Raymond and David Chutt
Ann Ripley
Rocky Rochon
Drew Roehrich
Joe Rosa
Jeannie and William Ruckelshaus
Anton Sagun
Paul Schachter and Kathy Myers
Angela Schmidt
Krisen and Glenn Scott
Seattle Foundation
Maria Semple and George Meyer
Zasha Sepulveda
Kabir and Noreen Shahani
Marcella Silva
Stephanie Simek
Rajeev Singh and Jill Singh
Taylor Smith
Jesse Stein
Julie and Bryan Syrdal
Jonathan Teng
The Boeing Company
The Prairie Foundation
Katherine and Cristian van Tienhoven
Anika Varty
Vulcan Arts + Entertainment
Robert Wade
Lara Wagner
Kathleen Warren
Claire Wayment
Chelsa Werner-Jutkev
Amy White and Lacey All
Scott White
Vivian Wiese
Julie Williamson
Kate Wrtn
Sylvia Wolf and Duane Schuler
Charlie and Barbara Wright
Evan Wyman